


     






         



  





       
        
        
























Our islands possess the historic resources of nearly five thousand
(5,000) years of human occupation.









     













     

















   






   


  





       

 

Acheologists often times interest themselves more in small, simple,
ordinary, and seemingly redundant properties than in big, impressive

monuments.

Archeology is a scientific attempt to reconstruct activities and social
groups that existed in the past.











  

   



       



   







  






       








   

















Although artifacts themselves are important, their location and their
relationship to each other can be more so.

The CNMI Historic Preservation Office (HPO) is responsible for all
prehistoric and historical research archeology in our Commonwealth.




























        












         





        




         




         


  


The historic resources of a community or neighborhood give it its
special character and cultural depth.












        










  

         



 





   



         


             





         







   
        





A site is the location of a significant event, a prehistoric or historic
occupation or activity, or a building or structure. A prehistoric village

is an example of a site.












 



         
       























 
         


        
         


          


         











An object is a term used to distinguish those constructions that are
primarily portable in nature.













        
 


       







         

 







        


    




          



















A site is less obvious than a building, because it is often below-ground.








          

   


























       



         














   

     



          

Prehistoric objects, such as isolated rocks covered with petroglyphs
(pecked or inscribed rock-art)...

 ...or pictographs (painted rock-art), are of great archeological value.





 



          















  







         
        



         



         















         



Archeological sites are often subject to salvage excavation or data
recovery.











        







       
 

 





          
        








        




















        



    



Salvage excavation or data recovery is aimed at extracting the useful
information such sites contain, before they are destroyed.
















 


   
    






    








  







 




       






         




     


If the historic resources found within a project area are “significant,” it
is necessary to determine what effect the project will have on these

resources.









   
   
      






    
  






















   
         






        








In-place preservation calls for the historic resource to be left undis-
turbed in its original location.

Relocation mitigation calls for the relocation of a resource out of the
project’s impact zone when in-place preservation is not practicable.

These pottery shards are easily moved to an archival facility.

Data recovery mitigation is employed when a construction project
cannot avoid an historic resource, such as a prehistoric site.












         










        
















       
 



        

        


          





Human skeletal remains discovered during data recovery, or by
accident, are normally first studied scientifically, then re-interred at an

appropriate location.






